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Abstract- Collaboration has been identified as an important
aspect in information seeking. People meet to discuss and share
ideas and through this interaction an information need is quite

diverse knowledge base distributed amongst all collaborators.
What is needed is a way to enable each user to 'tap into'
this knowledge base, i.e. a way to support the transfer of

need, through interacting with a search engine and performing
a search task, is still an individual activity. We propose an
environment which allows users to collaborate to satisfy a

knowledge amongst co-searchers. In our system this transfer
of knowledge is achieved through Collaborative Relevance
Feedback.

often identified. However the process of resolving this information

shared information need. We discuss ways to divide the search

II. THE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROCESS
Information Retrieval (IR) is concered with the development of techniques for the retrieval of documents from a
collection. Today most users' interactions with Information
Retrieval systems are through an internet search engine like
Google. A user enters a search query and the search engine
returns a list of documents according to some ranking model.
These models attach weights to terms from both queries and
I. INTRODUCTION
documents in order to generate a score for each document
Most of us collaborate frequently every day and we have and return a list of documents ranked in descending order of
developed the ability to meet and share ideas with each other matching score to the user's query.
naturally. Finding information also sees users collaborating
Despite the commercial success of search engines on the
frequently. Studies by Hansen and Jarvelin [4] and others internet like Google, not all user information needs are sat[9] have shown how collaboration is common in information isfied within the initial returned document set. It is easy to
seeking tasks. This collaboration quite frequently happens forget that initially, the only information available to the search
separately to the information searching process (i.e. querying engine regarding a user's information need is the search query,
databases and viewing results) which is still generally viewed typically 1-2 words, which often does not adequately describe
as a single user process.
the user's information need.
In this paper we propose a Synchronous Collaborative
Relevance Feedback is a process by which a searcher can
Information Retrieval environment in which multiple users indicate the relevance of a search result to the IR engine,
can satisfy a shared information need together. Collabora- enabling the system to re-rank its document list by moving
tive searching enables the division of labour and sharing of more relevant documents up the list and pushing irrelevant
knowledge within a collaborating group [10]. However two documents down the list, in order to better satisfy a user's
outstanding questions which remain, and that we address, are information need. Having received feedback an IR system
how to effectively divide the search task and how to enable may attempt to modify the initial query in order to improve
the sharing of knowledge amongst co-searchers.
the retrieval results by adding significant search terms from
The division of labour in a collaborative search task is these relevant documents to the query or by reweighting terms
vital to remove the redundancy associated with multiple users in the query. Over several iterations of Relevance Feedback
searching for the same information. In a collaborative search the system will gain a greater understanding of the user's
task, each searcher will bring their own knowledge and exper- information need which will improve the search.
tise to the search process, for example some users may be more
familiar with a search topic than their co-searchers or some
SYNCHRONOUS COLLABORATIVE INFORMATION
searchers may be more familiar with using specific search
RETRIEVAL
tools. Therefore it is important that we enable co-searchers
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is conto learn from each other's experiences and benefit from their cerned with the development and understanding of systems
knowledge. By supporting multiple people searching together that allow people to collaborate effectively. Often CSCW
on a single search task we have in essence a large and systems are classified according to the two dimensions of
task amongst collaborators and propose the use of Relevance

Feedback, a common Information Retrieval process, to enable
the transfer of knowledge across collaborators during a search
session. We describe the process by which co-searchers can
collaborate effectively with little redundancy and how we can
combine Relevance Judgements from multiple searchers into
a coherent model for Synchronous Collaborative Information
Retrieval.
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place and time [2]. Here we are interested in Synchronous visit several other websites before reentering another query and
Collaborative Information Retrieval which supports 'same- receiving a new ranked list. The session proceeds with both
time different-place' collaboration. Our eventual goal is to in- users entering queries, viewing results and providing feedback
corporate techniques developed here into a co-located collabo- until they have satisfied their information need. Then they
rative search system ('same-time same-place') called Fischlar- gather and discuss their findings and eventually agree on their
DiamondTouch, which we have developed and described schedule.
elsewhere [8]. In that work we demonstrated a system for
The above is a typical example of a Synchronous Collabcollaborative searching through video where users shared a orative IR activity that happens regularly in modem internet
touch-sensitive tabletop interface to a search engine and users life, and from looking at this simple hypothetical example we
communicated and collaborated in a face-to-face manner in can recognise obvious inefficiencies which result when trying
order to solve a shared information need. Through developing to use a single-user system, the search engine, for a highly
this system we now appreciate the need to support collab- collaborative activity.
oration within the underlying IR system itself and not just B Division of Labour
as part of the interface. The CATS [7] collaborative group
recommender system is another CSCW system supporting
Firstly as both users' information needs are identical (both
'same-time same-place' collaboration. Here ski-holiday cri- are searching for information on Prague) the results returned
tiques from multiple users are leveraged and destinations are by both search sessions are likely to contain many of the same
recommended based on both an individual's preferences and documents. As a result both users spent time viewing the same
the group's preferences. The key objective within the CATS web sites and this lack of co-ordination between the two users
system is allowing each user to see which ski-packages suit results in much redundancy in the search process. An approboth their own preferences and those of the groups.
priate division of labour would enable each group member
Information Retrieval has been transformed since the arrival to search for a particular subset of information, making the
of the internet and as ubiquitous computing becomes ever process much more efficient [10]. One approach would be
more commonplace the IR process will become much more for the collaborators to divide up the search task themselves
spontaneous and, as a result, collaborative. Thus there is whereby one user, Tanya, decides to search for 'Places to stay',
a real need to develop techniques to support Synchronous and Avena finds information on 'Places to eat'. CSCW3 [3] is
Collaborative Information Retrieval. At present if two users a collaborative browsing system which supports both shared
want to search for information together they are inhibited by and independent browsing and would enable multiple users
the lack of support for collaboration in current IR systems. to divide and coordinate their actions using embedded chat
Both Fischlhr-DiamondTouch and the CATS systems described facilities. There are some potential problems with this solution
above allow for collaboration at the interface level and whilst however. In the above example deciding on how to split the
the CATS system does allow some system level collaboration task is quite straightforward. However, for some tasks it may
the focus of the system is on combining multiple individual's be difficult to decide on how to adequately divide the work
preferences into a collaborative recommendation framework and therefore relying on the users themselves to divide the task
whilst our focus is on developing a system to support a dy- may not be possible. Another problem is a potential lack of
namic collaborative IR session. The following is a hypothetical topic coverage, by having each user search a particular aspect
example of a collaborative search session whereby two users of the information need some potentially relevant material may
attempt to find information to satisfy a shared information not be found. In our example above Tanya may not be able
to find information on places to stay in Prague by searching
need.
alone and this problem would be exacerbated if Tanya is a
A. Use case for Synchronous Collaborative JR
novice searcher and not familiar with the topic.
In our solution there is no need to split the task as above
Suppose two users, Tanya and Avena, decide to search
together for information on Prague, the destination of a and instead we allow the search engine itself to implicitly
forthcoming vacation. Each opens up a search engine in their divide the task by returning those documents that have not
browser and proceeds to look for information on famous been seen by any co-searcher during the search task. Using
sights, places to stay and eat in the city. Both begin by typing a our technique we can ensure that each entry in the result
query; Tanya enters 'Prague' and Avena enters 'Prague Tourist list has not been seen before by any co-searcher. This will
Information'; each receives a list of documents returned by the not simply mean discounting duplicate documents but also
search engine which are quite similar and they both decide to handling the notion of novelty in the search task, i.e. how
visit a website belonging to the Prague tourist board which much extra information is being provided by a document. By
appears in each of their ranked lists. After 5 minutes Tanya allowing each user to see only new information we are of
decides that this website has been particularly useful and course limiting the amount of information any one searcher
decides to find 'more like this' using the search engine's can accumulate but we are enabling the group to have a
Relevance Feedback system. She receives an updated ranked much greater throughput and hopefully find more relevant
list with several new and relevant results. In the meantime information as a whole. This is one of the major differences
Avena has navigated back to the ranked list and decides to between conventional Collaborative JR techniques as in [6],

where the goal is to better satisfy an individual's information
need and Synchronous Collaborative IR where the goal is to
better satisfy a group's shared information need.

from different domains [10]. In order to enable the group to
build up expertise quickly what is needed is a way to assign
appropriate weights to each Relevance Judgement depending
on the expertise or authority of the searcher. Our proposal is to
consider Relevance Judgments made by expert searchers to be
more important than those made by novice searchers, this will
enable the performance of the group to improve as a whole.
The notion of authority and expert users may change during
the course of a synchronous search task as a user with little
topic experience may learn quickly as the search progresses
and users may become more familiar with the use of certain
search tools. In accordance, the authority value should not
remain static for the duration of the search task but instead
should change during the course of a search task in order
to effectively encapsulate a user's gain in experience with
the system and with the topic as the search task progresses.
Therefore we propose a dynamic authority weighting scheme
to encapsulate a user's expertise during the course of a search

C. Knowledge Sharing
Another problem recognisable from the above scenario
is the lack of information sharing among co-searchers. In
any collaborative setting there will be a large and diverse
knowledge base shared amongst group members. Each will
bring their own experiences, expertise and topic knowledge to
a particular search task. What is needed is a way to enable
the sharing of knowledge within the group. To address this
our approach can be summarised as follows: as one user finds
relevant information the group as a whole should benefit and
this benefit can be realised in the form of improved ranked
lists for each searcher within the group. How a searcher
indicates this relevant information to the search engine is
through Relevance Feedback.
From the example above,when Tanya and Avena were task.
searching for information on Prague, we can see that Tanya
2) Decay of Relevance Judgements over Time. The Ostenprovided Relevance Feedback to the system by selecting more
pages like the Prague Tourist Board website, which resulted sive Relevance Feedback model [1] recognises that the most
in a revised result list being presented to her. However there recent Relevance Judgments are a better reflection of a user's
was no benefit to Avena from this feedback. If Tanya has information need as the notion of relevance in a search task
indicated to the system that a particular document is relevant can change as users learn more about a topic. Often at the
by making a Relevance Judgement, and all group members beginning of a search task a user may only have a vague
arserhn to saif a shre infrmto ned thi sho1ul notion of their information need. As the search progresses, the
as a whole by updating
search results user will gain a greater understanding of the topic and be in a
benefit the group
the
da thethesearch
better position to make Relevance Judgments. In Synchronous
sarchr
through iterations, the number of these Relevance Judgments Collaborative IR users come together to satisfy a shared and
will increase, and if we expand the number of co-searchers relatively well defined information need, however there should
Relevance Judgments.
we will gain even more Relevance
still be scope for the group's information need to develop over
Judgments.f m
the course of the search task. From the scenario earlier, Tanya
Combnin mutipe Rlevnce udgent frm
mny
mayy decide that after searching for information
ple raises a number of interesting research questions. For and Avena
on
gce that ter decing for onto
example, how do we know when to combine relevance judg- together on 'Places to Eat' they might decide to progress onto
ments and how do we combine these judgments effectively? searching for information on 'Places to Stay'. If we were
Knowing when to combine relevance judgments has been in- to consider all Relevance Judgements equally regardless of
vestigated in the context of Collaborative Information Filtering wn they were made then any Relevance Feedback provided
before [6], where someeoptionsinclud
options include comparing query- on 'Places to Eat' may pollute the results for 'Places to
comparing
Stay'. Therefore we need to incorporate this notion of search
query similarity, or comparing the results of two
searches in order to find similar searchers. For the purpose progression into our Synchronous Collaborative JR system.
of a Synchronous Collaborative IR this is less of an issue.
3) Personal Relevance Judgments: In a collaborative search
If users come together to search then it is reasonable to session different users may approach the search task from
assume that they are searching in order to satisfy a shared different directions. The benefit of having multiple people
and relatively well-defined information need. Obviously their searching together is that each searcher will approach the
notion of relevance will be different and this should be taken task in different ways. In a single user IR system after
into account, but these differences are relatively minor when some time a user will have exhausted all search tactics, in a
compared with a Collaborative Information Filtering system. Synchronous Collaborative IR system we should benefit from
In order to combine judgements effectively we have identi- multiple users' diverse search strategies. However if we were
fied three influencing factors described as follows.
to consider all judgements made by group members as one
1) Authority of Relevance Judgments. Several characteris- we will lose an individual's ability for innovation and new
tics of 'good' searchers have been identified in the literature, discovery in the search task. [11] also noted how users prefer
such as search experience, training, cognitive characteristics their own judgments compared to those of other users. We
and intelligence and personality traits, for an overview see [5]. therefore propose a weighting scheme whereby an individual's
Collaborative searching allows groups to build up expertise own Relevance Judgments will contribute more to their own
quickly and especially when the collaboration involves experts search results than those made by other co-searchers.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND PLANS
In this paper we have articulated the case for Synchronous
Collaborative Information Retrieval based on our previous
work where we built a shared tabletop interface to a video
retrieval and browsing system. The previous work evaluated

the effectiveness of co-located collaborative search where the
system offered support for collaboration through the interface
only. That previous work convinced us of the need for support
for collaboration in the search system itself and in this paper
we have described that need and indicated how it should
be realised. We have attempted to address two outstanding
issues in Synchronous Collaborative Information Retrieval by
proposing our approaches to dividing the search task amongst
all co-searchers and enabling the sharing of knowledge across
co-searchers.
In order to support effective Synchronous Collaborative IR
it is important to allow a search task be divided amongst cosearchers and enable the sharing of knowledge across group
members. In our work we have proposed an environment
whereby the search engine decides on how to divide the task
amongst collaborators by showing only novel information to
each co-searcher. The sharing of expertise and transfer of
knowledge is achieved through the IR process of Relevance
Feedback. By providing support for both task division and
knowledge transfer within the framework of our underlying IR
system side we can develop a more effective Synchronous Collaborative Information Retrieval environment. We are presently
implementing Synchronous Collaborative IR for document
retrieval and will evaluate it in a search scenario.
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